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We find an explicit formula for the generating function for the sizes of Klooster-
man sets (or equivalently, the local Kloosterman zeta function for trivial unipotent
characters) in the context of a split reductive connected algebraic group over an
nonarchimedean local field K. We provide two proofs of the formula: One is based
on a representation theoretical interpretation of the generating function, the other
uses an explicit parametrization of the Kloosterman sets. The formula implies that
in the case of simply connected Chevalley groups over Q, the global Kloosterman
zeta function corresponding to the pair of trivial unipotent characters is a product
of Riemann zeta functions.  1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let p be a fixed prime, and let q= pm, where m is a nonnegative integer.
The classical Kloosterman sum corresponding to q and integers d1 , d2 is
S(d1 , d2 ; q)={
:
xy#1 mod q
x, y # ZqZ
e2?i(d1 x+d2 y)q if m1
1 if m=0.
The generating function (or a ‘‘local Kloosterman zeta function’’) for
S(d1 , d2 ; pm), is
Zp(d1 , d2 ; s)= :

m=0
S(d1 , d2 ; pm)
pm
p&ms.
We observe that
Zp(0, 0; s)=
1&(1p) p&s
1& p&s
. (0.1)
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Following A. Selberg, the classical Kloosterman sums can be given the
following group theoretical reformulation. Let G=SL(2, Qp), G0=SL(2, Zp),
U = [[ 10
x
1] | x # Qp], U
0 = U & G0 and T = [[ y0
0
1y] | y # Q
_
p ]. Let 9p
denote the standard additive character of Qp , trivial on Zp , given by
9p(apb+Zp)=e2?iap
b
for a, b # Z. Then
j \_10
x
1&+=9p(djx), j=1, 2,
are complex characters of U which are trivial on U0. Let s* =[ 0&1
1
0],
t=[ p
m
0
0
1pm], where m is a nonnegative integer, and put n=s* t # NG(T ).
Then
X(n)=U0"[(UnU) & G0]U0
Kl(1 , 2 ; n)= :
U0unu$U0 # X(n)
1(u) 2(u$)
are respectively, the Kloosterman set corresponding to n, and the Klooster-
man sum corresponding to n, 1 , 2 . One checks that
Kl(1 , 2 ; n)=S(d1 , d2 ; pm).
Hence
S(0, 0; pm)=Kl(0 , 0 ; n)=*X(n),
where 0 denotes the trivial character of U. The roots and coroots for
T/G are respectively, 8=[\:] where \:([ y0
0
y&1])= y
\2, and 82 =
[\:$ ], where \:$ ( y)=[ y
\1
0
0
y1]. The Weyl group of 8 is W=NG(T )T=
[e, s], where s is the image of s* in NG(T ). We identify m:$ , m # Z, with
:$ ( pm), and we put ht(m:$ )=m. With this notation, and with p&s replaced
by formal character e:$ , (0.1) takes the form
:
* # Z0:$
*X(s* *)
pht(*)
e*=
1&(1p) e:$
1&e:$
. (0.2)
The notions of a Kloosterman set and sum were generalized in [B-F-G, F, S]
to G=SL(r+1, Qp), and in [Da1] to any simply connected Chevalley
group. The main objective of this paper is to calculate the sizes of Klooster-
man sets in the context of reductive groups over a nonarchimedean local
field K, and obtain a generalization of formula (0.2).
Let K be a nonarchimedean local field with ring of integers O and residue
field Fq of cardinality q. Let G be a connected reductive group over K. For
convenience, we take G to be split over K, although much in this paper
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could be done in greater generality, without significant change. Let B=TU
be a Borel subgroup defined over K, with unipotent radical U, and maxi-
mal K-split torus T. We let G, B, U, T, etc. denote the corresponding
groups of K-rational points. Let N be the normalized of T in G, let
W=NT, and let 8, 8+, 2 denote respectively the roots of T in G, the
roots in U, and the corresponding simple roots. There is a canonical bijec-
tion : W :$ between the set of roots 8 and the set of coroots 82 . Let 82 + the
coroots corresponding to 8+ under this bijection. We have
8X :=Hom(T, Gm), 82 X2 :=Hom(Gm , T).
The action of W on T induces actions on X, X2 , 8, 82 , respecting the bijec-
tion 8 W 82 . For w # W, put
R(w)=[: # 8+ | w: # &8+], R2 (w)=[:$ # 82 + | w:$ # &82 +].
These two sets have the same cardinality, denoted by
l(w)=*R(w).
We identify X2 with a subgroup of T via the (W-equivariant) map *  *(|),
where | is a fixed generator of the prime ideal of O. We also let ht: X2  Q
denote the naturally defined height function (see (2.2)). Let G0 denote the
standard maximal compact subgroup of G (for precise definition see
Section 1). For any subgroup H of G set h0=H & G0. An unramified
character of T is a homomorphism {: T  C_ which is trivial on T 0. The
set T of unramified characters is itself a torus, now over C. The rational
character group of T is just X2 : To * # X2 corresponds the rational character
e*: T  C_, given by
e*({)={(*), for { # T .
Fix an element n # N, and let w be the corresponding element of the
Weyl group W. The Kloosterman set corresponding to n is defined by
X(n)=U 0w"[(UnU) & G
0]U 0,
where
U 0w=(n
&1U &n) & U0.
Here U& is the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup opposite to B. Let
*n denote the unique element of X2 such that n # N 0*n .
The main result of the paper is the following theorem generalizing
formula (0.2).
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Theorem (0.3). Let w be a nontrivial element of W, and l=l(w).
(i) Let n # N be a representative of w, and put *=*n . Then X(n){<
if and only if * # Z0 R2 (w). If X(n){<, then
*X(n)=qht(*) :
; # R(w) m;;2 =*
m

=(m;); # R(w) # Z
l
0
(1&1q)}(m ), (0.4)
where }(m

) is the number of strictly positive coordinates of m

.
(ii) Suppose that w* # N0 is a representative of w. Then
Fw := :
* # X2
*X(w* *)
qht(*)
e*= ‘
; # R(w)
1&(1q) e;2
1&e;2
. (0.5)
Remarks. 1. Theorem (0.3) is used in Section 4 to derive an explicit
formula for the global Kloosterman zeta function corresponding to the pair
of trivial unipotent characters in the case when G is a simply connected
Chevalley group over Q. The global Kloosterman zeta function is a
product of Riemann zeta functions (see Theorem 4.1).
2. The first criterion for nonemptiness of X(n) was given by
G. Stevens [S, Theorem 3.12] in the case of G=SL(n, Qp). (The criterion
was expressed in terms of integrality conditions on determinants of certain
square submatrices of n.) In the case of simply connected Chevalley groups
the general criterion of part (i) of Theorem (0.3) was proved in [Da2
(Theorem 5.1)]. Neither of these two papers addresses the problem of
computing the sizes of Kloosterman sets. In the case of G=SL(3, Qp)
Theorem (0.3) can be deduced from [D-F (Theorem 2.4)].
3. It is not difficult to see that parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem (0.3) are
equivalent. We give two proofs of the theorem. The original proof was
obtained by the first author by constructing an explicit parametrization
of the Kloosterman sets (see Section 3). A direct proof of formula
(0.5) was then provided by the second author by giving the left hand side
of (0.5) a representation theoretic interpretation, and by utilizing results of
W. Casselman [C] on intertwining operators between principal series
representations (see Section 2).
4. The parametrization of X(w* *) described in Section 3 leads to a
stratification
X(w* *)=~ {Xm | m =(m;); # R(w) # Zl0 , *= :; # R(w) m;;2 = ,
l=l(w),
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where a stratum Xm

is parametrized by the set of orbits of a ‘‘fractional
linear transformation’’ action of U0 on
Y(m

)=[(a;); # R(w) # Kl | min[v(a;), 0]=&m;].
(Here v is the valuation on K.) The orbits of this action are compact open
(in the |-adic topology) in Y(m

) (itself a compact open subset of Kl), and
all have the same volume q |m | &ht(*), where |m

| denotes the sum of the coor-
dinates on m

. Hence the number of elements in Xm

is qht(*)(1&1q)}(m ). We
expect that the strata Xm

can be viewed as the sets of Fq -points of certain
smooth varieties over Fq . (Existence of such a stratification was conjectured
in [S, Introduction].) Given the smooth stratification, one could try to use
the DeligneKatz theory of exponential sums to attack the open problem
of calculating or estimating the Kloosterman sums for arbitrary unipotent
characters.
5. In Section 5 we work out several examples. In particular, we
show that if G=SL(3, Qp) then the stratification of Kloosterman sets of
Section 3 is different from (coarser than) the one used in [S, D-F] to
calculate the SL(3)-Kloosterman sums for the longest element of the Weyl
group.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We keep the same notation as in the introduction. For each positive root
: # 8+, there is a homomorphism
,: : SL2  G.
defined over K, mapping the diagonal matrices into T, and the upper
triangular unipotent matrices into U. Set
x:(t)=,: \10
t
1+ , x&:(t)=,: \
1
t
0
1+ , t # K.
The canonical bijection : W :$ between the set of roots 8 and the set of
coroots 82 , has the property
:$ (c)=,: \c0
0
c&1+ , c # K_.
The action of W on RX2 is generated by reflections about hyperplane
orthogonal to roots under the natural pairing
( , ): X_X2  Z.
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For example, the element
s* : :=,: \ 0&1
1
0+
belongs to N and represents the reflection s: in W. Moreover, if w=sl } } } s1
is a reduced expression as a product of simple reflections si=s:i , : i # 2, we
have
R(w)=[:1 , s1(:2), ..., s1 s2 } } } sl&1(:l)]. (1.1)
As usual, we let
l(w)=l=*R(w)
denote the length of w (relative to 8+).
For any :, ; # 8, a # K, c # K_, and t # T we have the relations
tx:(a) t&1=x:(a:(t)),
s* :;2 (c) s* &1: =(s:;)
6 (c), (1.2)
s* :x;(a) s* &1: =xs:;(=a),
where ==\1 depends only on :, ;.
If : and ; are linearly independent roots, and a, b # K, we have the
commutator formula
x:(a) x;(b) x:(a)&1 x;(b)&1= ‘
i:+ j; # 8
i, j>0
x i:+ j;(= ijaib j), (1.3)
where =ij are rational integers depending only on :, ;.
The commutator formula has the following consequence. For : # 8, put
U:=[x:(a) | a # K].
Let A8 be an additive set of roots, that is, if :, ; # A, :+; # 8, then
:+; # A. Suppose also that A & (&A)=<. Then the map
(a:): # A [ ‘
: # A
x:(a:) (1.4)
(fix any order in the product) is a bijection between K*A and the subgroup
UA of G generated by [U: | : # A]. Moreover, if
u= ‘
; # 8+
x;(a;)= ‘$
; # 8+
x;(a$;)
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(two possibly different product orders) then a:=a$: for all simple roots
: # 2 and we may define the :-coordinate function f: by
f:(u)=a: . (1.5)
For w # W, the sets R(w) and 8+"R(w) are examples of additive sets of
roots, and we use the abbreviated notation
Uw= ‘
: # R(w&1)
U: , Uw= ‘
: # 8+"R(w&1)
U: .
So Uw and U w are groups, and as such are independent of the ordering of
the roots. Moreover, the multiplication map Uw_Uw  U is a bijection,
though not a group homomorphism.
We recount next the additional structure of G imparted by the valuation
v on K. Recall that we shall view X2 as a subgroup of T via the W-equiv-
ariant embedding
X2 /T, * [ *(|),
where | is a fixed element of O with v(|)=1, p=|O the maximal ideal
in O. (We will write elements of X2 /T either additively or multiplicatively,
as convenient.) The maximal compact subgroup of T is the subgroup
T 0=[t # T | /(t) # O_ for all / # X],
and we have a disjoint union
T= 
* # X2
*T 0.
For : # 8, put
U0:=[x:(t) | t # O].
Let G0 be the subgroup of G generated by T 0 and all U 0: , for : # 8. Then
G0 is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and we have an Iwasawa decom-
position G=G0B. Given any subgroup H<G, we put H0=H & G0, this
being consistent with our previous notation. We have
B0=T 0U0, U 0= 
: # 8+
U 0: ,
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and
f:(U 0)=O
if : is a simple root.
Since
s* :=,: \ 0&1
1
0+ , : # 8+,
belongs to N0=N & G0 and represents the reflection s: in W, we may
choose, for each w # W a representative w* in N 0. Thus we may identify
W=N0T 0. In other words, W is a subgroup of the affine Weyl group
NT 0=WX2 . The Bruhat decomposition G=BWB may be refined to
G= 
w* # WX2
Uww* *T 0U, (1.6)
where w* is a representative for w in N0. In each double coset Uww* *T 0U we
have uniqueness of expression. We also recall that for any w, w$ # W
BwB=UwwB=BwUw&1 (1.7)
and
BwBw$B=Bww$B if and only if l(ww$)=l(w)+l(w$). (1.8)
Finally, we gather some Lie algebra facts to be used in Section 3. Let g
denote the p-adic Lie algebra of G. Let
gO = :
: # 2
Oh:+ :
; # 8
OX;
be a fixed Chevalley O-lattice in g. Then G acts on g via the adjoint
representation Ad, and Ad(G0) preserves gO . We can assume that the
homomorphisms Ad b ,: : SL(2, K)  GL(g) satisfy the following proper-
ties:
(1.9) For any :, ; # 8,
Ad(t) X;=;(t) X; , t # T,
Ad(s* :) X;==Xs:(;) , where ==\1 is as in (1.2).
If :+;{0, a # K, then Ad(x:(a)) X;&X; is a K-linear combination of X# ,
where #&; is a positive multiple of :. Consequently, if u # U and ; # 8+,
then Ad(u) X;&X; is a K-linear combination of X# with #&; a sum of
positive roots.
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2. INTERTWINING OPERATORS BETWEEN PRINCIPAL
SERIES REPRESENTATIONS
For n # N, a representative of w # W, the Kloosterman set X(n) is the
orbit space
X(n)=U 0w"[UnU & G
0]U0,
whose cardinality is the same as the cardinality of
U 0w"[UnT 0U & G0]B0.
Note that *X(n) depends only on the image of n in the affine Weyl
group NT 0=WX2 . Hence if * # X2 is such that w*=n mod T 0, then we
shall write *X(w*)=*X(n).
Let du and db be left-invariant measures on Uw and B assigning unit
volume to the compact open subgroups U 0w and B
0, respectively. Since
Uw_B acts simply transitively on BwB=UwwB, we can transfer the
product measure du_db to a measure d+ on BwB, the latter giving unit
volume to each U 0w_B
0-orbit in BwB. To pin this down, let w* # N0 be such
that n=w* *, * # X2 , and map Uw_B  BwB by (u, b) [ uw* b.
Thus, *X(w*) is the volume of Uww*T 0U & G0 with respect to d+. In
other words,
*X(w*)=|
Uw w*T
0U
, d+, (2.1)
where , # C c (G) is the characteristic function of G
0.
Let $: B  R>0 be the modular function of B, given by
d(bb1)=$(b1)&1 db.
Note that $ is trivial on T 0U, hence is really an unramified character of T.
We define the height function ht: T  R by the formula
$(*)=q&2 ht(*). (2.2)
If * # (Q82 ) & X2 , then ht(*) is the sum of the coefficients in the expression
of * as a rational linear combination of simple coroots : # 2.
Our aim is to put the generating function
Fw= :
* # X2
*X(w*) q&ht(*)e*
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in closed form. By (2.1) and (2.2), this can be written
Fw({)= :
* # X2
{(*) $12(*) |
Uw w*T
0U
, d+. (2.3)
We shall soon see that this formal sum actually converges for { in an open
subset of T . Indeed, writing x # bwB as x=uxw* bx , with ux # Uw , bx # B, the
sum (2.3) may be written
|
BwB
{$12(bx) ,(x) d+(x), (2.4)
where { is extended to B via the projection B  T, and {$12(b)=
{(b) $12(b).
From the definition of d+, we can write integral (2.4) as
|
Uw
|
B
{$12(b) ,(uw* b) db du=|
Uw
8{(uw* ) du, (2.5)
where 8{ is the function on G defined by
8{(g)=|
B
{$12(b) ,(gb) db.
It has the properties
8{(gb)={$12(b&1) 8{(g) for all b # B, g # G, (2.6i)
8{(kg)=8{(g) for all k # G0, g # G, (2.6ii)
8{(1)=1 (2.6iii)
Since G=G0B, these conditions determine 8{ uniquely: It is the G0-fixed
vector in the principal series representation
IndGB({)
consisting of locally constant complex-valued functions on G satisfying
property (2.6i). The action of G is by left translation:
[?(g) f ](x)= f (g&1x), for f # IndGB({), g, x # G.
Now, the Weyl group acts on T by w{(*)={(w&1*w). The set T reg of
elements in T with trivial W-stabilizer is open in T , and for each { # T reg ,
there is a nontrivial G-module homomorphism
A{w : Ind
G
B({)  Ind
G
B(w{).
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Moreover, up to scalar multiple, A{w is the only such intertwining map. It
is given by the analytic continuation of the integral
[A{w( f )](g)=|
Uw
f (uw* g) du,
which converges for { in an open subset V/T reg (see [K, p. 181] where
the proof is given in the real case, but works over any local field). Thus,
for { # V, the integral (2.5) may be written as
[A{w(8{)](1),
and we also see that the sum (2.3) converges for { # V.
By the uniqueness of 8{ , we must have
A{w(8{)=cw({) 8w{
for some scalar cw({). We have
[A{w(8{)](1)=cw({)
by (2.6iii).
Casselman has computed the scalar cw({) [C, Thm. 3.1], and for split
groups G, it is
cw({)= ‘
: # R2 (w)
1&q&1{(:$ )
1&{(:$ )
, { # V.
Thus, for { # V, we have Fw({)=cw({), hence the closed form expression
:
* # X2
*X(w*) q&ht(*)e*= ‘
: # R2 (w)
1&q&1e:$
1&e:$
.
3. STRATIFICATION OF KLOOSTERMAN SETS
In this section we take a closer look at the Kloosterman sets X(n). In
particular, we construct a natural parametrization and stratification of
X(n) which give another proof of Theorem (0.3). We expect the stratifica-
tion to be useful in the study of Kloosterman sums for nontrivial unipotent
characters.
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For any a # K and : # 8+ we set
+(a)=max[0, &v(a)], a*={
0 if a # O
|2v(a)
a
if a  O,
and
b:(a)=x:(a) s* ::$ (|+(a)) x:(a*)=x:(a) s* :[+(a) :$ ] x:(a*).
(The elements b: will be the building blocks in our construction of a
stratification of the Kloosterman sets.) Note that the map a  a* preserves
+, and it is an involution on the complement of O in K. We observe that
b:(a) # G0
for any a # K. This is clear when a # O. If a==|&m, m>0, = # O_, then
b:(a)=,: \ &=&|m
0
&=&1+ # G0,
as claimed.
Fix a positive integer l. Let (:1 , :2 , ..., :l) be a sequence of (not
necessarily distinct) simple roots. For any a

=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) # Kl, let b(a
)
denote the image of b:1(a1) b:2(a2) } } } b:l(al) in GU
0. Bringing b into the
picture is justified by the following.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that w=s1s2 } } } sl , si=s:i , i=1, 2, ..., l is a
reduced expression of w as a product of simple reflections. Then the map
b: Kl  GU0 is injective with its image contained in ((UwB) & G0)U 0.
Proof. To prove that b is injective we will show that the composition
of b with the natural map GU0  GB is injective. This is proved by induc-
tion on l. If l=1, a # K, then b(a) B=x:1(a) s1 B. Then b(a) B=b(a$) B is
equivalent to x:1(a) s1 B=x:1(a$) s1B. Hence a=a$ by the uniqueness of the
product decomposition in Bruhat cells (1.6). Assume l>1, and suppose
that
b:1(a1) b:2(a2) } } } b:l(al) B=b:1(a$1) b:2(a$2) } } } b:l(a$l) B
for some aj , a$j # K, j=1, 2, ..., l. Therefore
(x:1(a1) s1Bs2 Bs3 B } } } BslB) & (x:1(a$1) s1Bs2 Bs3B } } } Bsl B){<
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since b:1(a) # x:1(a) s1B for any a # K, and b:j (aj) # BsjB, j=2, 3, ..., l.
Hence, by (1.8) and (1.7)
(x:1(a1) s1Uw&1s1 s1wB) & (x:1(a$1) s1Uw&1s1s1wB){<
or
(x:1(a1) Us1 R(w&1s1)wB) & (x:1(a$1) Us1R(w&1s1) wB){<.
Thus
x:1(a1) Us1R(w&1s1)=x:1(a$1) Us1 R(w&1s1)
by the uniqueness of expression in the refined Bruhat decomposition (1.6),
and
a1= f:1(x:1(a1) Us1R(w&1s1))= f:1(x:$1(a1) Us1R(w&1s1))=a$1 .
Hence
b:2(a2) } } } b:l(al) B=b:2(a$2) } } } b:l(a$l) B,
and aj=a$j for j=2, 3, ..., l by the inductive hypothesis. The above argu-
ment also shows that the image of b is contained in UwBU0. End of the
Proof of Proposition 3.1.
For a moment we drop the assumption of Proposition 3.1 for s1s2 } } } sl ,
si=s:i to be a reduced word. For any m
=[m1 , m2 , ..., ml] # Zl0 , set
Y(m

)=[a

=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) # Kl | +(ai)=mi , i=1, 2, ..., l].
Note that Ol acts on Y(m

) by translation, and
Y(m

)Ol= ‘
l
i=1
(O|miO)_, *[Y(m

)Ol]=q |m |(1&1q)}(m ),
where |m

|=li=1 mi and }(m

) is the number of strictly positive coor-
dinates of m

.
Proposition 3.2. There exists a group action (u, a

)  u V a

of U0 on Kl
such that for any u # U0, m

# Zl0 ,
u V Y(m

)=Y(m

),
and the map b: K l  GU0 is U0 equivariant, i.e.,
b(u V a

)=ub(a

), a

# Kl.
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Proof. The construction of the action of U0 on K l is based on the
following lemma.
Lemma. For a simple root :, a # K and u # U put
Ra:(u)=b:(a+ f:(u))
&1 ub:(a),
where f: is the :-coordinate function (1.5). The Ra:(U
0)U0.
Proof of the Lemma. Let u # U 0, f =f:(u) and A=8+"[:]. Then f # O,
u=x:( f ) v, for some v # UA (see (1.4)), and +(a)=+(a+ f ). Thus
Ra:(u)=x:(&(a+ f )*)[&+(a) :$ ] s*
&1
: x:(&a) vx:(a) s* :[+(a) :$ ] x:(a*).
The commutation relations (1.3) and the invariance of A under s: imply that
both x:(&a) vx:(a) and s* &1: x:(&a) vx:(a) s* : belong to UA . Consequently,
Ra:(u) # U, since elements of T normalize U. Since b:(a), b:(a+ f:(u)) # G
0,
we have ra:(u)U
0, as required. End of the Proof of the Lemma.
The desired action
a V a

=a

$,
of U 0 on Kl is defined as follows:
a$1=a1+ f:1(u),
a$j=aj+ f:j (R
aj&1
:j&1
Raj&1:j&2 } } } R
a1
:1
(u)), 1< jl.
Note, that the above definition is such that the identity
b(u V a

)=ub(a

), u # U0, a

# K l,
holds automatically. Also, the Lemma gives u V Y(m

)Y(m

), for any
m

# Zl0 . The fact that map (u, a
)  u V a

defines an action of U0 on K l
follows from easily verified identity
Ra:(uv)=R
a+ f:(v)
: (u) R
a
:(v), u, v # U
0, a # K.
End of the Proof of Proposition 3.2.
For the rest of this section we fix an element w{e of W, and its reduced
expression
w=s1s2 } } } sl ,
as a product of simple reflections si=s:i , i=1, 2, ..., l. Then
R(w)=[;j=slsl&1 } } } sj+1(:j) | j=1, 2, ..., l],
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and
R(w&1)=[#j=s1 } } } sj&1: j | j=1, 2, ..., l]
by (1.1). For brevity let
H=U 0w&1 .
Being justified by Proposition 3.2, we let
b

: H"Kl  H"(G0 & (BwB))U0
denote the map induced by b.
For any * # X2 , put
Y*=~ {Y(m ) | m =(mj) # Zl0 , *= :
l
j=1
m j;2 j= .
(So, Y* is empty if * is not a sum of coroots in R2 (w).)
Proposition 3.3. Fix * # X2 , and define n # N by
n=s* 1 s* 2 } } } s* l*.
Then b

gives a bijection between H"Y* and the Kloosterman set
X(n)=H"(G0 & (UnU))U 0.
In particular, X(n){< if and only if * is a sum of coroots in R2 (w).
Proof. Injectivity of b

follows since b is both injective (by Proposition
3.1) and H-equivariant (by Proposition 3.2). We have to show that
b: Y*  X(n) is surjective. Fix x # G0 & (UnU). By Bruhat decomposition
(1.6), x=x:1(a1) unv for some a1 # K, u # U8+"[:1] , v # U. Let m1=+(a1).
Then
b:1(a1)=x:1(a1) s* 1:$ 1(|
m1) x:1(a1*)=x:1(a1) s* 1[m1 :$ 1] x:1(a1*),
and
x$=(b:1(a1))
&1 x=x:1(&a1*)[&m1:$ 1](s* 1)
&1 unv=u$[&m1:$ 1](s* 1)&1 nv,
where
u$=x:1(&a1*)[&m1:$ 1](s* 1)
&1 us* 1[m1:$ 1] # U,
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since s1 and :$ 1 both normalize U8+"[:1] . Consequently,
x$=u$[&m1:$ 1] s* 2s* 3 } } } s* l*v
=u$s* 2s* 3 } } } s* l(s* 2 s* 3 } } } s* l)&1[&m1 :$ 1] s* 2 s* 3 } } } s* l *v
=u$s* 2s* 3 } } } s* l[*&m1;2 1] v # (Un$U) & G0,
where n$=s* 2s* 3 } } } s* l[*&m1 ;2 1].
Hence by induction on l, we find a sequence of nonnegative integers
m

=(m1 , m2 , ..., ml) and a
=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) # Y(m

) such that
(b:1(a1) b:2(a2) } } } b:l(al))
&1 x # \U _*& :
l
j=1
mj ;2 j&+& G0.
Hence *=lj=1 mj ;2 j , since B & G
0=T 0U0, and X2 & G0=[e]. Thus
(b:1(a1) b:2(a2) } } } b:l(al))
&1 x # U & G0=U0,
as desired. End of Proof of Proposition 3.3.
We can now move to the main result of this section:
Proposition 3.4. Let m

=(m1 , m2 , ..., ml) be a sequence of nonnegative
integers, and
*= :
l
i=1
mi;2 i .
Then
*(H"Y(m

))=qht(*)(1&1q)}(m ),
where ht is as in (2.2).
Remarks. 1. Let n$ # N be any representative of w. Then n$=
s* 1s* 2 } } } s* l*t for some t # T 0 and * # X2 . Put n=n$t&1=s* 1s* 2 } } } s* l *. Then it
is easily seen that the map x  xt induces a bijection between X(n) and
X(n$). Therefore Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 imply formula (0.4) of the
Theorem (0.3).
2. Suppose that n is as in the first remark. Then the stratum Xm

of
X(n) appearing in Remark 4 of the Introduction is b

(Y(m

)).
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We normalize the p-adic volume on Kl, so
that the volume of Ol is 1. Then the volume of Y(m

) is q |m |(1&1q)}(*),
where |m

|=li=1 mi . Hence it is enough to show that each H-orbit in
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Y(m

) has volume q |m |&ht(*). Before we prove this we need to introduce
some additional notation. By (1.4), the map
z

=(zj)  u(z
)=x#1(z1) x#2(z2) } } } x#l(zl)
gives a bijection between Kl and Uw&1 .
Fix m

# Zl0 , and for a
# Y(m

) define Qa

: Ol  Y(m

) by
Qa

(z

)=u(z

) V a

.
(Note that the map (z

, a

)  Qa

(z

) is p-adic analytic.) Since the image of Qa
is the H-orbit through a

, Proposition 3.4 follows from the following
Lemma and the change of variable formula for p-adic integrals.
Lemma A. Qa

is injective and the p-adic valuation of the determinant of
the jacobian matrix of Qa

at any point z

# Ol is
qht(*)&|m |.
Proof of Lemma A. Note that Qa

(z

)=Qa

(z

$) if and only if u(z

) b(a

)=
u(z

$) b(a

) in GU0. Since b(a

) # Uw&1 wBU0, we have u(z
)=u(z

$) by the
uniqueness of the product decomposition in a Bruhat cell. Thus Qa

is injec-
tive since the map z

 u(z

) is injective.
Finally, we proceed with the calculation of the determinant of the
jacobian matrix of Qa

.
Remark. Let h

, z

be arbitrary elements of Kl, and let ,z

(h

) be defined
by the identity
u(z

+h

) u(z

)&1=u(,z

(h

)).
Since u: K l  Uw&1 is a bijection, so is ,z

: K l  Kl. Clearly ,z

(0)=0. The
commutation relations (1.3) imply that the coordinates of ,z

at h

=0 is
unipotent, hence its determinant is 1. Consequently, the identity
Qa

(z

+h

)=u(z

+h

) V a

=u(,z

(h

)) V (u(z

) V a

)
=Qu(z

) V a

(,z

(h

))
shows that the jacobian determinants of Qa

( } ) at z

, and Qu(z

) V a

( } ) at 0
coincide. Therefore, it is enough to calculate the jacobian of Qa

(z

) at z

=0
for arbitrary a

. End of the Remark.
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Let g denote the p-adic Lie algebra of G, and let
gO = :
: # 2
Oh:+ :
; # 8
OX;
be a fixed Chevalley O-lattice in g, as in (1.9). Put
gO (U)= :
; # 8+
OX; .
Then gO (U) is a compact open neighborhood of 0 in the p-adic tangent
space g(U)=; # 8+ KX; of U at the identity element. For : # 2 and a # K,
Ra: defines a map from U
0  U0, whose differential we denote by ra: . For
any root ; let X;* # HomK (g, K) denote the (linear) dual element to X;
relative to the basis C=[h: | : # 2] _ [X# | # # 8], that is
X;*(X)={1 if X=X; ,0 if X # C"[X;].
For any : # 2, let P: # EndK (g) be the projection onto KX: given by
P:(X)=X:*(X) X: .
A direct calculation gives
ra:(X)==(a) P:(X)+Ad(b:(a)
&1)(id&P:)(X), X # g(U), (3.5)
where
=(a)=(a*|+(a))2.
(Note that if =(a){0 then =(a) # O_.) Let
J=[Ji, j]1i, jl=_Qjzi &z

=0
,
where Qa

(z

)=[Q1(z
), Q2(z
), ..., Ql(z
)]. Then (3.5) implies
Jij=X*:j (r
aj&1
:j&1
} } } ra2:2 r
a1
:1
ra0:0(X#i))
(here ra0:0=id).
Lemma B. Let l be a positive integer. Put w0=e # W and for any j,
1 j<l put sj=s:j and w j=s1s2 } } } s j . Let g0 , g1 , ..., gl&1 be a sequence of
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elements in G satisfying: g0 # U, and for j1, gj=vjs* jt juj , for some
vj , uj # U, t j # T. Let
r0=Ad(g0), and rj=*j P:j+Ad(gj)(id&P:j),
where *j # K, and let M and M$ be l_l matrices over K given by
Mij=X*:j (Ad(gj&1 } } } g1 g0)(X#i))
and
M$ij=X*:j (rj&1 } } } r1r0(X#i)).
Then
det(M$)=det(M)={1\>lj=2 > j&1k=1 # j (wk&1(tk))
if l=1,
if l>1.
Proof of Lemma B. Case l=1 follows from (1.9). Suppose l>1. Write
g1 g0=vs* 1 t1u where v # U and u # U:1 . Put A=[#2 , #3 , ..., #l]. Then by (1.1)
R((s1w)&1)=s1(A),
and A is an ideal in R(w&1)=[#1=:1 , #2 , #3 , ..., #l], that is if # # R(w&1),
#$ # A and #+#$ # 8 then #+#$ # A. Put
V= :
# # A
KX#
and
V$= :
# # R(w&1)
KX#=V+KX:1 .
Note that by (1.9) Ad(u) stabilizes V$ and Ad(u)|V$ is unipotent, hence
det(Ad(u)|V$)=1. Consequently,
det(M)=det(X*:j (Ad(gj&1 } } } g1 g0) Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))),
det(M$)=det(X*:j (r j&1 } } } r1r0 Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))).
Since g0u&1 # U, by (1.9)
X*:1(Ad(g0) Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))=$i1 , i=1, 2, ..., l
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and if i, j>1 then one has
X*:j (Ad(gj&1 g j&2 ...g1 g0) Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))
=X*:j (Ad(g$j&2 } } } g$1 g$0) Ad(s* 1 t1)(X#i))
=\#i (t1) X*:j (Ad(g$j&2 } } } g$1 g$0)(Xs1(#i))),
where g$0=v and g$j= gj+1 for j=1, 2, ..., l&1. Let r$j , be as rj in Lemma B
with gj and *j replaced respectively, by g$j and *j+1 . As above,
X*:1(r0 Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))=X*:1(Ad(g0) Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))=$i1
for i=1, 2, ..., l. On the other hand,
r1r0 Ad(u)&1|V =(*1P:1+Ad(g1)(id&P:1)) Ad(g0) Ad(u
&1)|V
=Ad(g1) Ad(g0) Ad(u&1)|V
=Ad(g$0) Ad(s* 1 t1)|V ,
since g0u&1 # U and
P:1 Ad(g0) Ad(u
&1)|V=P:1 Ad(g0u
&1)| V=0
by (1.9). Hence, if i, j>1 we have
X*:j (r j&1rj&2 } } } r1 r0 Ad(u)
&1 (X#i))
=X*:j (r$j&2 } } } r$1 r$0) Ad(s1 t1)(X#i)
=\#i (t1) X*:j (r$j&2 } } } r$1r$0)(Xs1(#i)).
Therefore the induction hypothesis applied to the sequence g$j , j=
0, 1, ..., l&1 gives
det(M)=det(M$)
=\ ‘
l
j=2
#j (t1) {1\>lj=3 > j&1k=2 (s1(#j))(s1wk&1(tk))
if l=2,
if l>2,
=\ ‘
l
j=2
‘
j&1
k=2
#j (wk&1(tk)),
as desired. End of the Proof of Lemma B.
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We finish the proof of Lemma A by applying Lemma B to gj=b:j (aj)
&1.
Then tj=:$ j (&|mj), m j=+(aj), and
v(det(J))={ 0lj=2  j&1k=1 mk(#j , wk&1(:$ ))
if l=1,
if l>1.
We have to show that the right-hand-side of the above equation is
ht(*)&|m

|= :
l
j=1
m j[ht(;2 j)&1].
When l=1, the statement is clear, so suppose that l>1. Since ht(;2 l)=1,
it suffices to show that
ht(;2 k)&1= :
l
j=k+1
(#j , wk&1(:$ k))
for k=1, 2, ..., l&1. By induction on l, we may assume this holds if w is
replaced by wsl . Note that
R(slw&1)=R(w&1)&[#l],
and we have
(#l , wk&1:$ k)=(:l , ;2 k),
hence
ht(;2 k)&1&(;2 k , :l)=ht(sl;2 k)&1
= :
l&1
j=k+1
(#j , wk&1 :$ k)
= :
l
j=k+1
(#j , wk&1:$ k)&(:l , ;2 k).
End of the Proof of Lemma A and Proposition 3.4.
4. KLOOSTERMAN SETS OVER Q
One replaces K=Qp and O=Zp with Q and Z to obtain global versions
of the objects defined in the previous sections. We adopt the notation
in which for a given global object A, Ap denotes its p-adic version. (For
example, if G is a Chevalley group defined over Q, Gp denotes the corre-
sponding Chevalley group defined over Qp .) Let G be a rank r simply
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connected Chevalley group over Q. Then G embeds diagonally into the
product of Chevalley groups Gp . Similarly, if n # N then the corresponding
(global) Kloosterman set X(n) embeds into the product of the local
Kloosterman sets Xp(n).
Let D denote the subsemigroup of T on which all dominant weights take
positive integral values. Let \ be the sum of the fundamental dominant
weights \: , : # 2, and for any rational prime p and t # Tp set
*p(t)= :
: # 2
vp(\:(t)) :$ .
Observe that if t # D then
\(t)= ‘
p | \(t)
pht(*p(t)). (4.1)
Let t=CX. For _ # t, t # D, put
t_= ‘
p | \(t)
p(_, *p(t)). (4.2)
Note that for _ # X, this is just the value of _ at t.
Theorem 4.3. Let w* # N & G(Z) be a representative of a nontrivial
element w # W. Let _ # t be such that re(_, :$ )>1 for all : # 2. Then
Zw(_) := :
t # D
*X(w* t) t&(_+\)= ‘
; # R(w)
‘((_, ;2 ))
‘((_, ;2 )+1)
.
where ‘ is the Riemann zeta function.
Proof. Let P denote the set of rational primes. It is proved in [Da1,
Proposition 3.1] that if t # D and n=w* t then
(1) X(n){< if and only if Xp(n){< for all rational primes p
dividing \(t);
(2) if X(n){< then the diagonal embedding X(n)  >p | \(t) Xp(n) is
a bijection.
Hence Theorem (0.3) implies that the map
t  (*p(t))p # P
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gives a bijection between [t # D | X(w* t){<] and the direct sum of
infinitely many copies (indexed by rational primes) of the semigroup
Z0R2 (w). Moreover (2) gives
*X(w* t)= ‘
p | \(t)
*Xp(w*p(t)).
For _ as in the theorem and p # P let {p(_) # T be defined by
{p(_)(t)= p (_, *p(t)), t # Tp .
Note that
e*({p(_))= p(_, *), * # X /Tp .
Hence (4.1), (4.2) and Theorem (0.3) give
Zw(_)= :
t # D
*X(w* t) t&(_+\)
= :
t # D
‘
p | \(t)
*Xp(w* *p(t))
pht(*p(t))
e*p(t)(&{p(_))
= ‘
p # P
:
* # Z0R2 (w)
*Xp(w* *)
pht(*)
e*(&{p(_))
= ‘
p # P
‘
; # R(w)
1&(1p) e;2 (&{p(_))
1&e;2 (&{p(_))
= ‘
p # P
‘
; # R(w)
1& p&((_, ;2 )+1)
1& p&(_, ;2 )
= ‘
; # R(w)
‘((_, ;2 ))
‘((_, ;2 )+1)
.
5. EXAMPLES
In this section we illustrate Theorems 0.3 and 4.3 with several examples.
Example 1. Consider the split simply connected semisimple group
G=SL(r+1). Here T is the diagonal subgroup of G, U is the upper
triangular unipotent group, 8=[:i, j | i{ j], where :i, j (diag(t1 , t2 , ..., tr+1))
=ti t&1j , 8
+=[:i, j | i< j], 2=[:i, i+1 | 1ir], :$ i, j (a)=diag(1, ..., 1, a,
1, ..., 1, 1a, 1, ..., 1), (a in the i th position and 1a in the j th position, N the
group of generalized permutations with determinant 1, W is the permuta-
tion group Sr+1 .
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(a) Local Field Case. Let K be a nonarchimedean local field with
ring of integers O and residue field Fq of cardinality q. Then G=
SL(r+1, K), G0=SL(r+1, O), X2 is identified with the matrices in T whose
diagonal entries are powers of |,
\(diag(t1 , t2 t1 , ..., tr tr&1 , 1tr))= ‘
r
i=1
ti ,
and
ht(t)=v(\(t)), t # T.
Moreover, if K=Qp then
*p(diag(t1 , t2 t1 , ..., tr tr&1 , 1tr))= :
r
i=1
v(t i) :$ i, i+1 .
Suppose that w0 is the longest element in W, i.e. R(w0)=8+. Then
Theorem 0.3 says that *X(w0*){0 if and only if * is a nonnegative linear
combination of positive coroots (or, equivalently, *=>ri=1 :$ i, i+1(|
vi)
where the vi are nonnegative integers), and the generating function for the
sizes of the local Kloosterman sets is
Fw0= ‘
i< j
1&(1q) e:$ i, j
1&e:$ i, j
.
For example, if { # T is given by
{(:$ i, i+1)=q&_i, i=1, 2, ..., r,
where each _ i is a complex number with positive real part, then
Fw0({)= ‘
1i< jr+1
1&q&(1+_i+_i+1+ } } } +_j&1)
1&q&(_i+_i+1+ } } } +_j&1)
.
Suppose that w is the standard Coxeter element of W=Sr+1 given by
w(i)={i+1,1,
if ir,
if i=r+1.
Then R(w)=[:i, r+1 | i=1, 2, ..., r], and
*X(w*){0 if and only if *= ‘
r
i=1
:$ i, i+1(|vi)
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where the integers vi satisfy 0v1v2 } } } vr . Hence
Fw(_)= ‘
r
i=1
1&q&(1+_i+_i+1+ } } } +_r)
1&q&(_i+_i+1+ } } } +_r)
,
(_ is as above).
(b) Global Case over Q. Here G=SL(r+1, Q), G0=SL(r+1, Z),
and D consists of all matrices t=diag(t1 , t2 t1 , ..., tr tr&1 , 1tr), where
\i (t)=ti
is a positive integer for any i=1, 2, ..., r. (Note that \i is the fundamental
dominant weight corresponding to the simple root :i, i+1 .) If _=
ri=1 _i\ i # t=CX, then
t_= ‘
r
i=1
\ i (t)_i, t # D.
If w* 0 # N & SL(r+1, Z) is a representative of the longest element w0 , then
X(w* 0 t){< for all t # D and
Zw0(_)= :
t # D
*X(w* (t)) ‘
r
i=1
\(t i)&_i&1
= ‘
1i< jr+1
‘(_i+_i+1+ } } } +_ j&1)
‘(1+_ i+_ i+1+ } } } +_j&1)
.
(For convergence of the left hand side assume re _i>1.) In particular, if
G=SL(3, Q) then the above formula (with _i=3&i&1, i=1, 2) yields the
identity
Zw0(&1 , &2)=
‘(3&1&1) ‘(3&2&1) ‘(3(&1+&2)&2)
‘(3&1) ‘(3&2) ‘(3(&1+&2)&1)
,
where Zw0(&1 , &2) is the Kloosterman zeta function (for trivial unipotent
characters) defined in [B-F-G, p. 39].
If w* # N & SL(r+1, Z) is a representative of the Coxeter element defined
above and t=diag(t1 , t2 t1 , ..., tr tr&1 , 1tr) # D, then
X(w* t){< if and only if ti divides ti+1 for i=1, 2, ..., r&1,
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and
Zw(_)= ‘
r
i=1
‘(_i+_i+1+ } } } +_r)
‘(1+_ i+_i+1+ } } } +_r)
.
Example 2. We will illustrate the stratification of Section 3 with the
example of Kloosterman sets X(n) for G=SL(3, Qp), when n is a repre-
sentative for the longest element w0 in W=S3 . Here G0=SL(3, Zp), U
is the upper triangular unipotent subgroup in G, and U0 consists of the
Zp -points in U. For convenience we let :=:1, 2 and ;=:2, 3 .
Throughout the rest of this example we assume
0 0 1 ps 0 0
n=w* 0* where w* 0=_0 &1 0& and *=s:$ +r;2 =_ 0 pr&s 0 & .1 0 0 0 0 p&r
Theorem (0.3) says that X(n)=U0"(G0 & [UnU])U0 is nonempty if and
only if * # Z08+, that is, r and s are nonnegative integers. Fix the reduced
expression w0=s1s2 s3=s: s;s: , which induces the ordering
R(w0)=8+=[;1 , ;2 , ;3],
;3=:, ;2=s:(;)=:+;, ;1=s:s;(:)=;.
According to Section 3, X=X(n) is stratified by the sets Xm

where m

=
[m1 , m2 , m3] is a sequence of nonnegative integers satisfying *=m1;2 1+
m2 ;2 2+m3;2 3 , or equivalently
m1+m2=r, m2+m3=s.
Let r 7 s=min[r, s], r 6 s=max[r, s], and
$C={1, if condition C holds,0, if C does not hold.
Hence
X(n)= 
r 7 s
m=0
X(r&m, m, s&m) ,
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and
XX(n)=pr+s :
r 7 s
m=0
(1&1p)}(r&m, m, s&m)
=pr+s :
3
j=0
*[m | 0mr 7 s, }(r&m, m, s&m)= j](1&1p) j
=pr+s($r=s=0+$0=r 7 s<r6 s(1&1p)+$0<r 7 s[(1+1p) $r=s
+(1&1p)2 (2&$r=s)+(1&1p)3 (r 7 s&1)])
=pr+s[$r=s=0+$0=r 7 s<r 6 s(1&1p)+$0<r=s(1&1p) 1p
+$0<r 7 s([r 7 s](1&1p)3+1+1p)].
For an element g=[ gi, j] # G define
D1(g)=det _g21g31
g22
g32& , and D2(g)=det _
g11
g31
g12
g32& .
Proposition 5.1. Let g be an element of G0=SL(3, Zp).
(i) Then g # UnU if and only if g31= ps and D1(g)= pr,
(ii) Suppose that g # UnU, and put D3(g)=D2(g)D1(g)=D2(g) p&r.
Then g is a representative an element of Xm

if and only if +(D3(g))=m1 .
(Recall that +(x)=max[0, &vp(x)].)
Proof. Note that g31 and D1 are invariant under the left and the right
action of U. It is well known that g # G lies in the ‘‘big’’ Bruhat cell Uw0B
if and only if g31 D1(g){0. Hence the first part of the proposition follows,
since for any n=w* 0 diag(t1 , t2 t1 , 1t2), one has g13=t1 and D1(g)=t2 .
Note that D2 is invariant under the right action of U, and
D3(ug)=D3(g)+u12 , u # U, g # UnU.
Define m: X(n)  Z3 by
m(U0gU0)=(+(D3(g)), r&+(D3(g)), s&r++(D3(g))).
We leave it to the reader to finish the proof by showing that
m(x)=m

, if x # Xm

.
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Remark. (Comparison with the Steven’s stratification of X(n).) Let
X(n)= 
0br
0as
Xa, b(n)
be as in [S, Lemma (5.7]. Then
Xm

= 
0br
max[0, r&s+a]=m1
Xa, b(n).
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